Leader election is a fundamental task in distributed computing. It is a symmetry breaking problem, calling for one node of the network to become the leader, and for all other nodes to become non-leaders. We consider leader election in anonymous radio networks modeled as simple undirected connected graphs. Nodes communicate in synchronous rounds. In each round, a node can either transmit a message to all its neighbours, or stay silent and listen. A node v hears a message from a neighbour w in a given round if v listens in this round and if w is its only neighbour transmitting in this round. If v listens in a round in which more than one neighbour transmits then v hears noise that is different from any message and different from silence.
1 Introduction 1.1 The model and the problem Leader election is a fundamental distributed task involving symmetry breaking: initially all nodes of a network have the same status non-leader and the goal is for all nodes but one to keep this status and for the remaining single node to get the status leader. The problem of leader election was first formulated in [35] in the study of local area token ring networks, where, at all times, exactly one node (the owner of a circulating token) is allowed to initiate communication. When the token is accidentally lost, a leader must be elected as the initial owner of the token.
We consider the task of leader election in radio networks, modeled as simple undirected connected graphs. A node can either wake up spontaneously, or can be woken up hearing a message sent by one of its already awaken neighbours. Nodes communicate in synchronous rounds. In each round, a node can either transmit a message to all its neighbours, or stay silent and listen. At the receiving end, a node v hears a message from a neighbour w in a given round if v listens in this round and if w is its only neighbour that transmits in this round. If more than one neighbour of a node v transmits in a given round, we say that a collision occurs at v. We make the well-established and practically motivated assumption of the capability of collision detection (cf., e.g., [33, 38, 39] ): if a node v listens and a collision occurs at v, then v hears noise that is different from any message and also different from silence. Finally, a node that transmits in a given round does not hear anything.
We assume that nodes are anonymous (identical) and execute the same deterministic algorithm. Under this very weak scenario, symmetry can be broken only in one way: by different wake-up times of the nodes. Indeed, if all nodes wake up in the same round, in each subsequent round they will either all transmit or all listen, and no message will be ever heard. In which situations is it possible to break symmetry and elect a leader using wake-up time as symmetry breaker? In order to answer this question, we consider configurations. A configuration is defined as the graph underlying the radio network with nodes tagged by non-negative integers indicating the round of spontaneous wakeup of the node, according to some global clock. Hence a node either wakes up spontaneously in the round indicated by its wakeup tag, or wakes up in an earlier round, if it hears a message in this round. The local clock of a node has value 0 in its wakeup round, and a node starts executing its algorithm in local round 1. Nodes do not have access to the global clock determining their tags. A configuration is feasible if there exists a deterministic distributed algorithm that elects a leader for this configuration.
Our research is motivated by the following question: Which are the feasible configurations and does there exist a universal deterministic algorithm electing a leader in all of them?
Deterministic leader election in anonymous networks is a difficult task, even in the model of wired message passing networks because nodes do not have distinct labels permitting us to immediately break symmetry between them. However, in wired networks, where distinct port numbers are available at each node, enabling it, for example, to learn its degree, and, on the other hand, messages are guaranteed to arrive at neighbours, regardless of time rounds in which nodes transmit, leader election can be based on the topological structure of the network: nodes can relay their neighbourhoods of increasing radii, learning in this way asymmetries of the network topology, which can eventually serve leader election. In this case, differences of wake-up times do not have to be exploited, and symmetry breaking can be done exclusively on the basis of graph structure considerations. In contrast, in anonymous radio networks, differences of wake up times must be involved because otherwise, as mentioned above, no communication between nodes can be achieved. Hence, in a sense, the scenario of anonymous radio networks is the most adverse scenario for symmetry breaking, and our research can be seen as investigating if and when symmetry breaking is at all possible in this extreme case.
Our results
Our main result is a complete algorithmic characterization of feasible configurations. More precisely, we design a centralized decision algorithm whose input is a configuration and which decides if the configuration is feasible. Our algorithm works in time O(n 3 ∆), where n is the number of nodes and ∆ is the maximum degree. Using this algorithm we also provide a dedicated distributed leader election algorithm for each feasible configuration that elects a leader for this configuration in time O(n 2 σ), where σ is the difference between the largest and smallest tag of the configuration. On the negative side we prove that time complexity o(σ + n) cannot be achieved for some configurations.
We then ask the question if there exists a universal deterministic distributed algorithm electing a leader for all feasible configurations. The answer turns out to be no, and we show that such a universal algorithm cannot exist even for the class of 4-node feasible configurations. We also prove that a distributed version of our decision algorithm (i.e., a deterministic distributed algorithm which, when run on any feasible configuration, would make all nodes say "yes", and when run on any unfeasible configuration would make some node say "no") cannot exist.
Related work
Leader election in labeled networks. Leader election is a classic topic in distributed computing, and has been widely studied in the early history of this domain (cf. [36] ). The problem of leader election was first mentioned in [35] . Early papers on leader election focused on the scenario where all nodes have distinct labels. Initially, it was investigated for rings in the message passing model. A synchronous algorithm based on label comparisons was given in [29] . It used O(n log n) messages. In [22] it was proved that this complexity cannot be improved for comparison-based algorithms. On the other hand, the authors showed a leader election algorithm using only a linear number of messages but requiring very large running time. An asynchronous algorithm using O(n log n) messages was given, e.g., in [37] , and the optimality of this message complexity was shown in [7] . In [9] , the authors investigated the time of leader election in point-to-point networks whose nodes have logarithmic labels, establishing optimal election time under the assumption that messages are of constant size. Leader election was also investigated in the radio communication model, both in the deterministic [32, 33] and in the randomized [39] scenarios. In [17, 31] , the task of leader election was studied in the context of dynamic networks. Leader election in anonymous networks. Many authors [1] [2] [3] 5, 6, 40, 41] studied leader election in anonymous networks. In particular, [5, 41] characterized message-passing networks in which leader election is feasible. In [40] , the authors studied the problem of leader election in general networks, under the assumption that node labels exist but are not unique. They characterized networks in which leader election can be performed and gave an algorithm which achieves election when it is feasible. In [19, 21] , the authors studied message complexity of leader election in rings with possibly nonunique labels. Memory needed for leader election in unlabeled networks was studied in [23] . In [16] , the authors investigated the feasibility of leader election among anonymous agents that navigate in a network in an asynchronous way. In [26] leader election was studied in the context of the size of advice needed to accomplish it in a given time. Other computing tasks in anonymous networks were considered, e.g., in [5, 6, 18, 41] . Leader election in radio networks. Algorithmic problems in radio networks modeled as graphs were studied for such tasks as broadcasting [12, 25] , gossiping [12] and leader election [33] . In some cases [12, 14] , the topology of the network was unknown, in others [10, 20, 24, 25] , nodes were assumed to have a labeled map of the network and could situate themselves in it.
Most of the results on leader election in the radio model concern single-hop networks of known size n. Some of these results were originally obtained for other distributed problems but have corollaries for leader election. For the time of deterministic leader election without collision detection, the complexity O(n log n) follows from [13] . A constructive upper bound O(n · polylog(n)) follows from [30] . For the time of deterministic algorithms with collision detection, matching bounds are also known: Ω(log n) follows from [27] , and O(log n) follows from [8, 28, 38] . For the expected time of randomized algorithms without collision detection, the same matching bounds are known: Ω(log n) follows from [34] and O(log n) from [4] . Finally, randomized leader election with collision detection can be done faster: matching bounds Ω(log log n) (for fair protocols) and O(log log n) on the expected time were proved in [39] .
For leader election in arbitrary radio networks results are less complete. Deterministic algorithms without collision detection were proposed in [11, 14] : the algorithm from [11] works in time O(n log 3/2 n √ log log n) and the algorithm from [14] works in time O(n log n log D log log D). In [33] it was shown how to elect a leader in arbitrary radio networks in time O(n), if collision detection is assumed. In [15] the authors gave a randomized leader election algorithm, without collision detection, working in time O(D log n/ log D + polylog(n)) with high probability.
In all the above papers, results concerning deterministic leader election in radio networks assumed that nodes have distinct labels. To the best of our knowledge, no results are published for deterministic leader election in anonymous radio networks.
Terminology and Notation

Configuration
A configuration is an undirected graph where each node v is tagged with a non-negative integer t v . A configuration represents a radio network in which each node v wakes up in a global round r ≤ t v if v receives a message in global round r (called a forced wakeup), or in global round t v otherwise (called a spontaneous wakeup). For a configuration G, the number of nodes of G is called the size of G and is denoted by n, and the difference between the largest and smallest wakeup tag is called the span of G and is denoted by σ. Since nodes do not have access to the global clock determining the wakeup tags, we can assume without loss of generality that the smallest wakeup tag is 0, and hence the span is equal to the largest wakeup tag.
Distributed Radio Interaction Protocol (DRIP)
We now formally define the notion of a distributed communication protocol being executed by each node in a configuration G. In each round i ≥ 1 on its local clock, each node v decides whether it will listen, transmit a message, or terminate its execution. This decision in each round depends on all of the knowledge the node knows so far, which we now define formally.
For each i ≥ 0, the history of node v in round i, denoted by H v [i], is defined to be: This definition indicates that a node can distinguish if it wakes up spontaneously or by a message of a neighbour, and in the latter case it records the wakeup message in its history. Consider an arbitrary function D that takes as input a node's history vector up to some round, and outputs one of the following strings: listen, transmit(M ) for some string M , or terminate. A distributed radio interaction protocol (DRIP) is defined as such a function D in the following way: each node v, in each round i ≥ 1 on its local clock, computes D(H v [0 . . . i−1]) and performs the action described by the value of D. We require that each node eventually terminates permanently, i.e., for each node v,
In the execution of any DRIP D, for any given i ≥ 0, we denote the history of a node v up to local round i by
A patient DRIP is a DRIP such that no node transmits in global rounds 0, . . . , σ. Since all wakeup tags are in this range, it follows that, when executing a patient DRIP, all nodes wake up spontaneously in the global round equal to their wakeup tag. Therefore, we have a reliable way of converting between local clock values and the global round number, as provided in the following result.
Proposition 2.1. For any patient DRIP D, any two nodes v, w executing D, and any i ≥ 0, local round i at node v occurs in the same global round as local round i − (t w − t v ) at node w.
Proof. Let r denote the global round number corresponding to local round i at node v. Let r (w) denote the local round number at w that corresponds to global round r. Since D is a patient DRIP, both v and w wake up spontaneously in global rounds t v and t w , respectively. It follows that r = t v + i and r = t w + r (w) . Setting t v + i = t w + r (w) , and solving for r (w) gives the desired result.
Leader Election Algorithm
For any DRIP D and any node v, let done v,D denote the first round i for which D(H v,D [0 . . . i−1]) = terminate. When it is clear from the context which DRIP is being executed, we will just write done v . A decision function f for a DRIP D takes as input a node's history vector induced by the execution of D, i.e., H v,D [0 . . . done v,D ], and outputs a 0 or 1. A dedicated leader election algorithm for configuration G is a DRIP D along with a decision function f for D such that
A configuration G is feasible if there exists a dedicated leader election algorithm for G.
Efficient Classification of Feasible Configurations
In this section, we set out to define a procedure that determines whether or not a given configuration G is feasible. The challenge is to make such a procedure efficient, since trying every potential leader election algorithm in a brute-force manner is prohibitively expensive. We describe a centralized algorithm called Classifier that, when given as input a configuration G with n nodes, decides whether or not G is feasible in time polynomial in n. Further, if G is feasible, we can explicitly produce a distributed dedicated leader election algorithm for G without any additional computation.
Definition of Classifier
The high-level idea behind Classifier is to carry out the following phase-based algorithm. At the start of each phase, the nodes of G are partitioned into equivalence classes, where nodes in the same class have the same history so far. Phase P 0 at each node consists of one round: its spontaneous wakeup round. All nodes are placed in the same class at the end of phase P 0 . For each phase i ≥ 1, we denote by numClasses i the number of equivalence classes at the start of phase i. Phase i consists of numClasses i "transmission blocks", where each transmission block consists of 2σ + 1 rounds. The idea is that each class is assigned its own transmission block, and we assume that each node in each class k transmits in its local round σ + 1 of transmission block k (recalling that, due to different wake-up times, local round σ + 1 at different nodes can correspond to different global rounds). In particular, we determine the history of each node v during phase i by considering in which equivalence class each of its neighbours w started the phase and the relative wake-up times of v and w. Finally, once the history for phase i has been computed for each node v in G, the equivalence classes are refined by comparing these histories, and the algorithm proceeds to the next phase. This is repeated until either: there exists a class consisting of exactly one node v (in which case, Classifier outputs "Yes" since v can be chosen as the leader), or, no such class exists, and there are two consecutive phases with no changes in the partition (in which case, Classifier outputs "No" since no further changes will ever occur and there is no possible leader). While it seems that Classifier will only determine whether or not the specific algorithm described above can solve leader election in configuration G, we will later show that this is sufficient in order to determine the feasibility of G.
We now give a detailed description of Classifier. Each node v in G is augmented with the following variables:
• A v CLASS variable that keeps track of which equivalence class the node belongs to.
• A label v LBL that will be used to determine if two nodes in the same equivalence class should stay in the same equivalence class after the current phase. Essentially, at the start of each phase, this label represents what node v heard during the previous phase.
The configuration is also augmented with a variable numClasses G that keeps track of the number of different classes in the partition, as well as a list reps of representative nodes, one for each equivalence class in the partition. We denote by G aug the augmented version of configuration G.
Recall that each node v of a configuration G is labeled with its wakeup tag t v , so the wakeup tag values are also available in the augmented configuration G aug . Finally, we fix an arbitrary ordering of the vertices of G aug so that loops of the form "for all v ∈ G aug " always iterate through the nodes in the same order. Algorithm 1 gives the pseudocode describing how the augmented configuration G aug is initialized. Next, we define a procedure Refine that will partition all of the nodes in G aug into equivalence classes by appropriately updating the CLASS variables to positive integer values. Two nodes are placed in the same class if and only if they were in the same class at the start of the procedure and their current labels are equal. The partitioning process considers one node at a time and compares its label and previous class value to the representative of each existing class. If no match is found, or no classes exist yet, node v becomes the representative node of a new class. Algorithm 2 gives the pseudocode for Refine.
⊲ remember each node's class before updating 3: end for 4: for all v ∈ G aug do 5: assignedToClass ← f alse 6: for k = if (assignedToClass = f alse) then ⊲ create a new class with v as its representative 13: numClasses G ← numClasses G + 1 14: v CLASS ← numClasses G 15:
end if 17: end for Next, we define a procedure Partitioner that sets the values of the node labels according to the phase that is currently being simulated, and then calls Refine to update the equivalence classes based on the new labels. At a high level, the idea is to record v's history during the phase and succinctly store it in v's label, so that the call to Refine updates the equivalence classes based on node histories. More concretely, to set the label at an arbitrary node v, Partitioner first considers each neighbour w of v, creates a tuple (w CLASS , σ + 1 + t w − t v ), and, if v CLASS = w CLASS or t w = t v , adds the tuple to a list N v . In fact, we will store each tuple (a, b) as a triple (a, b, c) in N v , where c = 1 if tuple (a, b) is added exactly once, and c = * otherwise. At a high level, for each neighbour w of v, the value w CLASS represents in which transmission block node w transmits, and the value σ + 1 + t w − t v represents v's local round within the block that w transmits. Taken together, the triples of N v record all of the non-silent rounds in v's history for the current phase, and whether exactly one or more than one neighbour of v transmitted in each such round. A tuple is excluded from N v when w CLASS = v CLASS and t w = t v since this represents the case where v and w will transmit at the same time in the current phase, so v would not receive w's transmission nor detect a collision. After completing the construction of N v , Partitioner sets v's label by concatenating together the triples contained in N v . Further, the concatenated triples appear in v's label in increasing order according to the fixed ordering ≺ hist given in Definition 3.1 below. This ordering ensures that, when Refine updates the equivalence classes based on node labels, two nodes with equal histories are placed in the same class regardless of the order in which the tuples were added to N v . Algorithm 3 gives the pseudocode for Partitioner. N v ← empty list 3: for all w adjacent to v in G aug do 4: if (w CLASS = v CLASS ) or (t w = t v ) then 5: newT uple ← true 6: for all (a, b, c) ∈ N v do 7: if (a = w CLASS ) and (b = σ + 1 + t w − t v ) then 8: newT uple ← f alse if newT uple = true then 13: 
end for 22: end for 23: Refine(G aug ) Finally, we describe the Classifier algorithm, which is designed to output "Yes" if leader election can be solved on the input configuration G, and outputs "No" otherwise. At a high level, the algorithm starts by initializing the augmented version of configuration G, and then executes Partitioner repeatedly. If the nodes are eventually partitioned such that there is an equivalence class containing exactly one node, then the algorithm outputs "Yes". If no such equivalence class exists, and there is a call to Partitioner such that the partition is the same before and after the call, then the algorithm outputs "No". Algorithm 4 gives the pseudocode of Classifier.
Algorithm 4 Classifier, input is configuration G, each node v ∈ G is labeled with its global wake-up tag t v 1: G aug ← Init-Aug(G) 2: for i ← 1, . . . , ⌈n/2⌉ do 3: oldClassCount ← numClasses G
4:
Partitioner(G aug ) 5: if ∃m ∈ {1, . . . , numClasses G } such that exactly one node v ∈ G aug has v CLASS = m then 6: exit and output "Yes" To aid in the analysis of Classifier, we define the following notation. For any i ∈ {1, . . . , ⌈n/2⌉}, we refer to the execution of Partitioner(G aug ) in the i th iteration of the for loop in the execution of Classifier as iteration i of Classifier. We refer to the execution of Init-Aug as iteration 0 of Classifier. For any i ∈ {1, . . . , ⌈n/2⌉} and any node v ∈ G aug , denote by v CLASS,i and v LBL,i the values of v CLASS and v LBL , respectively, at the end of iteration i − 1 of Classifier. Similarly, denote by numClasses G,i and reps i the value of numClasses G and reps, respectively, at the end of iteration i − 1 of Classifier.
Time Complexity of Classifier
The key to the analysis is to notice that each call to the procedure Refine results in a refinement of the node partition. This is because, according to the condition on line 7 of Refine, two nodes are assigned to the same class k only if they were in the same class (as the representative of class k) immediately before Refine was called. It follows that the number of equivalence classes can only increase. Moreover, as each equivalence class contains at least one node, there cannot be more than n equivalence classes.
Using the above fact, we show that Classifier will eventually output 'Yes' or 'No' (and terminate) in one of its ⌈n/2⌉ iterations. Proof. Assume that the condition at line 8 of Classifier evaluates to false after all iterations i ∈ {1, . . . , ⌈n/2⌉} of Classifier. Corollary 3.3 implies that 1 ≤ numClasses G,1 < · · · < numClasses G,⌈n/2⌉+1 . It follows that numClasses G,⌈n/2⌉+1 ≥ ⌈n/2⌉+1. In other words, at the end of iteration ⌈n/2⌉ of Classifier, the number of equivalence classes is strictly greater than n/2, which means that the average class size is strictly less than 2. It follows that there is at least one class with size exactly 1 immediately after Partitioner(G aug ) is executed for the ⌈n/2⌉ th time, and the condition at line 5 evaluates to true.
We showed above that there are at most ⌈n/2⌉ iterations of Classifier. Each iteration assigns a node label to each node, and then updates the node partition by check the equality of pairs of labels. We can show that each such iteration takes at most O(n 2 ∆) steps, where ∆ is the maximum degree of the nodes in G. This gives an overall running time of O(n 3 ∆), which is O(n 4 ) in the worst case. 
Proof. We assume that any comparison of two O(log n)-bit or O(log σ)-bit words takes constant time. In particular, note that comparing two triples in N v in Partitioner takes constant time. Let ∆ be the maximum degree of nodes in G. We determine an upper bound on the worst-case time complexity of Partitioner.
First, consider an arbitrary v ∈ G aug in the execution of the for loop at lines 1-22. We determine an upper bound on the number of triples in N v . Each triple is added at line 13 of Partitioner, and this happens at most once per iteration of the for loop at line 3. As this loop iterates through all neighbours of v, it follows that N v contains at most ∆ triples. The overall complexity of determining N v is ∆ 2 : for each triple added to N v , it was compared with all previously added triples, of which there are at most ∆. The complexity of sorting N v at line 17 is O(∆ log ∆). Appending together the triples in N v to form v LBL takes O(∆) time. Thus, the worst-case complexity of lines 2-21 is dominated by O(∆ 2 ). As this is repeated for each v ∈ G aug , the worst-case time complexity of the for loop at lines 1-22 is O(n∆ 2 ).
Next, consider the execution of Refine(G aug ) at line 23 of Partitioner. At line 7 in Refine, comparing v LBL with reps[k] LBL takes O(∆) time: each label consists of at most ∆ triples, the labels can be scanned from left-to-right as the triples are in sorted order, and comparing two triples takes constant time. This is performed numClasses G ≤ n times inside the for loop at lines 6-11 in Refine. Thus, the complexity of assigning a class number to an arbitrary node v (lines 5-16) is dominated by O(n∆). This is repeated n times in the for loop at line 4. So the running time of lines 4-17 is O(n 2 ∆). This dominates the O(n) steps needed for lines 1-3. Thus, the number of steps taken by the execution of Refine(G aug ) at line 23 of Partitioner is bounded above by O(n 2 ∆).
From the above discussion, we see that an execution of Partitioner has worst-case time complexity O(n 2 ∆). Finally, since by Lemma 3.4, Partitioner is executed at most ⌈n/2⌉ times by Classifier, we get that the overall worst-case time complexity of Classifier is O(n 3 ∆).
Correctness of Classifier
In this section, we show that Classifier correctly identifies whether or not a configuration G is feasible. First, in Section 3.3.1, we give a distributed implementation (a DRIP) of the iterations of Classifier. We call this the canonical DRIP for configuration G since the outcome of its execution accurately predicts whether or not there exists any DRIP that can be used to solve leader election in G. In Section 3.3.2, we prove some important properties about the canonical DRIP. We then proceed to prove the correctness of Classifier. In Section 3.3.3, we prove that if Classifier outputs "Yes" on input G, then the canonical DRIP can be used to solve leader election in G, and thus G is feasible. Conversely, in Section 3. 3.4 , we prove that if G is feasible, then the canonical DRIP can be used to solve leader election in G, and Classifier outputs "Yes" on input G.
The Canonical DRIP
In order to implement Classifier in a distributed way for a given configuration G, we would like each node to be able to independently determine in which equivalence class of the partition it belongs to at the start of each phase. However, as the nodes of G are anonymous, we must install an identical algorithm at each node. So, in order to describe the canonical DRIP for configuration G, we first create a sequence of lists that is defined with respect to the execution of Classifier on G. The high-level idea is that, for each j ≥ 1, the j th list consists of a list of histories of class representatives chosen by iteration j − 1 of Classifier. The same sequence of lists is hard-coded into the algorithm installed at each node, and at the start of each phase P j , each node v will compare its history to the items in list L j to determine which equivalence class it was assigned to by Classifier. It will use this class number to determine when it will transmit during phase P j .
We now give a detailed construction of each list L j . If Classifier terminates after iteration j − 1, then L j consists of a single item: the string "terminate". Otherwise, each item in list L j corresponds to a single class representative, whose history is encoded as a tuple (oldClass, label).
For j ≥ 2, the value of oldClass represents the class number that the representative belonged to at the start of the phase P j−1 , and the value of label corresponds to the history of the representative during phase P j−1 . For j = 1, we pick a tuple that reflects the fact that, at initialization, all nodes are in the same class and have no history. More specifically:
• L 1 consists of one item: the tuple (1, null).
• For each j ≥ 2, -if numClasses G,j = numClasses G,j−1 , or ∃m ∈ {1, . . . , numClasses G,j } such that exactly one node v ∈ G aug has v CLASS,j = m, then the list L j consists of one item, defined as L j [1] = "terminate".
-Otherwise, L j is a list consisting of numClasses G,j tuples. For each k ∈ {1, . . . , numClasses G,j }, define the k th tuple in the list as L j [k] = (reps j [k] CLASS,j−1 , reps j [k] LBL,j ). To clarify, we take the representative of class k at the end of phase P j−1 , and write the number of the class it was in at the end of phase P j−2 into the first entry of the tuple, and write the label it was assigned during phase P j−1 into the second entry of the tuple.
Recall that the label reps j [k] LBL,j is a concatenated sequence of triples of the form (a, b, c).
We now provide the specification of the canonical DRIP D G . For a given configuration G, the canonical DRIP for G is defined locally at each node v as a sequence of phases that starts when node v wakes up. Define r 0 to be local round 0, and let phase P 0 consist of local round 0. For each j ≥ 1, the phase P j and local round r j in which phase P j ends are defined inductively, as follows. At each node v, phase P j starts in local round r j−1 + 1. There are two possible cases:
• If L j [1] = "terminate" then node v terminates in local round r j−1 + 1 and r j is defined to be r j−1 + 1.
• Otherwise, phase P j consists of numClasses G,j consecutive transmission blocks, each block consisting of exactly 2σ + 1 rounds, followed by σ rounds in which node v listens. The local round r j in which phase P j ends is set to r j−1 + numClasses G,j · (2σ + 1) + σ. Node v can deduce the value of numClasses G,j by looking at the number of items in the list L j .
During phase P j , node v transmits during exactly one transmission block. It maintains a variable tBlock to store the block number in which it should transmit, and this value gets re-calculated at the start of each phase. The initial value of tBlock before the start of phase P 1 is 1. Its transmission in phase P j occurs in the (σ + 1) th round of block tBlock, and the transmitted message is a '1'. Node v listens in all other rounds of the phase.
To calculate the value of tBlock at the start of a phase P j , node v finds the value of k such that the k th entry in list L j "matches" v's history during the rounds of phase P j−1 . In particular, for each k ∈ {1, . . . , numClasses G,j }, node v performs the following comparison between L j [k] = (oldClass k , label k ) and its history during phase P j−1 :
1. Check that oldClass k = tBlock. Note that we are currently calculating the value of tBlock of phase P j , so this comparison is performed with the old value of tBlock.
If any of the checks returns false, v immediately aborts the comparison, increments k, and tries again. When all checks return true for some value of k, node v sets tBlock = k.
Properties of D G
In this section, we prove some properties about the canonical DRIP that will be important in the proof of correctness of Classifier. The first property is that D G is a patient DRIP, which implies that all nodes wake up spontaneously in the global round equal to their wakeup tag.
Lemma 3. 6 . In the execution of D G by all nodes in G, no node transmits in any of the global rounds 0, . . . , σ. Equivalently, each node in G wakes up spontaneously in the execution of D G .
Proof. To prove the claim, we proceed by induction on the global round number r. In the base case, r = 0, all nodes with wakeup tag greater than 0 are not awake, and those with wakeup tag equal to 0 start executing their local algorithm in global round 1. Thus, no node transmits in global round 0. As induction hypothesis, assume that no node transmits in global rounds 0, . . . , k − 1 for some k ∈ {1, . . . , σ}. We consider the behaviour of an arbitrary node v in global round k. By the induction hypothesis, v does not receive any messages in global rounds 0, . . . , k − 1. We consider two cases:
• if v has wakeup tag greater than or equal to k, then the fact that v does not receive any messages in global rounds 0, . . . , k − 1 implies that v is not awake before global round k. Therefore, v does not start executing its local algorithm until global round k + 1 or later, so v does not transmit in global round k.
• if v has wakeup tag less than k, then, from the description of D G , the earliest local round in which v might transmit is the (σ + 1) th round of the first transmission block of phase P 1 . In particular, it does not transmit before its local round σ + 1. As its local clock value is always bounded above by the global clock value, and we assumed that k ≤ σ, we conclude that v does not transmit during global round k.
In all cases, v does not transmit in round k, so it follows that no node transmits in global rounds 0, . . . , k, which completes the inductive step.
An important feature of the canonical DRIP's design is that, in each phase P j , every node transmits exactly once. This is because each node is placed in some equivalence class by Classifier, each equivalence class is assigned a transmission block within the phase, and each node in the equivalence class transmits in its local round σ + 1 within that block. Due to offsets in wakeup times, local round σ + 1 might correspond to a different local rounds at a different nodes, however the transmission block and phase number will be the same. As a result, in each phase, each node will have a chance to receive a transmission from each of its neighbours. Further, the round in which each transmission occurs relative to the start of a transmission block reveals the relative offset of the transmitting node and a neighbour. These observations are formalized in the following result. •v transmits in transmission block k of phase P j of its execution of D G .
Proof. In the execution of the DRIP at node v, phase P j starts in local round r j−1 + 1 and each transmission block consists of 2σ + 1 rounds. We conclude that the h'th round of the k'th transmission block in phase P j at node v has local round number r j−1 + (k − 1)(2σ + 1) + h. By Proposition 2.1, the local round number atv corresponding to this round is
atv falls into one of the following three ranges:
The local rounds in the first range are the σ rounds preceding the start of the k'th transmission block, which means that they are either the last σ rounds of the previous transmission block, or the last σ rounds of the previous phase. In both cases, by the definition of the DRIP,v does not transmit in these rounds. The local rounds in the third range are the σ rounds after the end of the k'th transmission block, which means that they are either the first σ rounds of the next transmission block, or the σ rounds at the end of phase P j . In both cases, by the definition of the DRIP,v does not transmit in these rounds. The local rounds in the second range are the 2σ + 1 rounds of the k'th transmission block in phase P j in the execution byv. Moreover, nodev may only transmit in the (σ + 1)'th round of the transmission block (which corresponds to local round r j−1 +(k−1)(2σ+1)+σ+1). Setting r j−1 +(k−1)(2σ+1)+h−(tv −t v ) = r j−1 +(k−1)(2σ+1)+σ+1, we see that this is the case if and only if h = σ + 1 + tv − t v , as desired.
An important relationship between Classifier and the canonical DRIP D G is that all nodes that are placed in the same equivalence class by an iteration j of Classifier have the same history up to the end of phase P j in the execution of D G . This is because the label v LBL assigned to each node v in one iteration of Classifier accurately "encodes" the history of v's execution in the corresponding phase of the canonical DRIP, as we demonstrate in the next result. Further, we verify that a node v's equivalence class number in Classifier is equal to the transmission block number in which it transmits in D G . Lemma 3. 8 . For every j ≥ 1 such that L j [1] = "terminate", the following two statements hold for each node v in G:
(1) If j ≥ 2, then for each local round t in phase P j−1 such that t is the b th round within transmission block a for some a ∈ {1, . . . , numClasses G,j−1 } and b ∈ {1, . . . , 2σ + 1}: Proof. The proof proceeds by induction on the value of j.
Base Case: For the base case, consider j = 1.
Statement (1) is vacuously true as j < 2.
To prove statement (2), it is sufficient to prove that, for each v in G, we have v CLASS,1 = 1 and v transmits in transmission block 1 of phase P 1 . In Init-Aug, each node v in G is assigned to equivalence class 1, i.e., v CLASS,1 = 1. Moreover, in Init-Aug, the value of numClasses is set to 1, i.e., numClasses G,1 = 1. Therefore, by the definition of D G , phase P 1 has exactly one transmission block. We verify that all nodes transmit in this transmission block. For an arbitrary node v, its initial value for tBlock before the first phase is 1. By the definition of D G , when j = 1, each node determines in which block it will transmit by comparing its initial value of tBlock to the first entry of the tuple L 1 [1] = (1, null). Thus, v will set tBlock = 1 and transmit during transmission block 1, as required.
Induction Hypothesis: Assume that statements (1) and (2) hold for some j ≥ 1 such that L j [1] = "terminate".
Inductive
Step: Suppose that L j+1 [1] = "terminate".
To prove (1), consider any local round t in phase P j such that t is the b th round in transmission block a for some a ∈ {1, . . . , numClasses G,j } and b ∈ {1, . . . , 2σ + 1}.
First, from the definition of D G , observe that v listens in its local round t, i.e., the b th round within transmission block a, if and only if b = σ + 1 or v doesn't transmit in transmission block a of phase P j at all. By statement (2) of the induction hypothesis, v doesn't transmit in transmission block a of phase P j if and only if v CLASS,j = a.
Also, by Lemma 3.7, a node w transmits in the b th round within transmission block a of phase P j at node v if and only if b = σ + 1 + t w − t v and w transmits in transmission block a of phase P j of its execution of D G . By statement (2) of the induction hypothesis, w transmits in transmission block a of phase P j of its execution of D G if and only if w CLASS,j = a.
Combining the above, we get that v listens in round t and w transmits in this round if and only if b = σ + 1 + t w − t v and w CLASS,j = a and at least one of b = σ + 1 or v CLASS,j = a is true. In particular, v listens in round t and w transmits in this round if and only if all of the following hold:
We can now prove the two statements of (1):
• From the definition of Partitioner, note that a triple (a, b, 1) appears in v LBL if and only if both of the following hold:
there is a neighbour w of v (i.e., an iteration of the for loop at line 3) such that: * the condition at line 4 is satisfied, i.e., if and only if (w CLASS = v CLASS ) or (t w = t v ), and, * the triple (a, b, 1) is added at line 13, i.e., a = w CLASS and b
there is no other neighbourŵ of v (i.e., no other iteration of the for loop at line 3), such that line 9 is executed, i.e., no other neighbourŵ of v such that the conditions on lines 4 and 7 both hold. In other words, there is no nodeŵ = w adjacent to v such that (a =ŵ CLASS ) and (b = σ + 1 + tŵ − t v ) and at least one of (w CLASS = v CLASS ) or (t w = t v ) holds.
In particular, a triple (a, b, 1) appears in v LBL if and only if there is exactly one neighbour w of v such that conditions (i) -(iii) all hold. We proved above that these conditions all hold for a node w if and only v listens in its local round t and w transmits during this round. Therefore, a triple (a, b, 1) appears in v LBL if and only if v listens in local round t and has exactly one neighbour w that transmits in this round. According to D G , each transmission consists of the string '1', so we conclude that (a, b, 1) appears in v LBL if and only if H v,D G [t] = ('1'), as desired.
• From the definition of Partitioner, note that a triple (a, b, * ) appears in v LBL if and only if both of the following hold:
there is a neighbour w of v (i.e., an iteration of the for loop at line 3) such that: * the condition at line 4 is satisfied, i.e., if and only if (w CLASS = v CLASS ) or (t w = t v ), and, * the triple (a, b, 1) is added at line 13, i.e., a = w CLASS and b = σ
there is at least one other neighbourŵ of v (i.e., at least one other iteration of the for loop at line 3), such that line 9 is executed, i.e., at least one other neighbourŵ of v such that the conditions on lines 4 and 7 both hold. In other words, there is at least one nodê w = w adjacent to v such that (a =ŵ CLASS ) and (b = σ + 1 + tŵ − t v ) and at least one of (w CLASS = v CLASS ) or (t w = t v ) holds.
In particular, a triple (a, b, * ) appears in v LBL if and only if there are at least two neighbours of v such that conditions (i) -(iii) all hold. We proved above that these conditions all hold for a node w if and only v listens in its local round t and w transmits during this round. Therefore, a triple (a, b, * ) appears in v LBL if and only if v listens in local round t and at least two neighbours transmit in this round, i.e., a collision occurs. We conclude that (a, b, * ) appears in v LBL if and only if H v,D G [t] = ( * ), as desired.
To prove (2) The crucial relationship between Classifier and the canonical DRIP D G is the following: two nodes are in different equivalence classes at the end of iteration j of Classifier if and only if the two nodes have different histories after executing phase P j of the canonical DRIP. This relationship will form the basis of the proof of correctness of Classifier: if Classifier outputs "Yes" for a configuration G, then Classifier creates at least one equivalence class that consists of exactly one node, and therefore this node has a unique history in the execution of D G , and can be chosen as leader of G; conversely, if G is feasible, we will be able to show that D G elects some leader v in G, which implies v has a unique history in the execution of D G , and therefore Classifier puts v in its own equivalence class, so Classifier outputs "Yes" for configuration G. Proof. The proof proceeds by induction on j. For the base case, consider j = 1. The statement is vacuously true in both directions. First, for all v, w in G, note that Init-Aug assigns all nodes to equivalence class 1, i.e., v CLASS,1 = w CLASS,1 = 1. Conversely, by Lemma 3.6, all nodes wake up spontaneously when executing
As induction hypothesis, assume that for any two nodes v, w in G and some j ≥ 1, we have
For the induction step, consider any two nodes v, w in G.
Nodes v and w are placed in the same equivalence class k by Refine if and only if the two conditions at line 7 in the execution of Refine are satisfied for v and w for the same value of k. In other words, v CLASS,j+1 = w CLASS,j+1 if and only if v CLASS,j = w CLASS,j and v LBL,j+1 = w LBL,j+1 . By the induction hypothesis, we know that v CLASS,j = w CLASS,j if and only if
Next, by statement (1) of Lemma 3.8, we know that for each local round value t such that t is the b th round within transmission block a of phase P j , a triple (a, b, 1) contained in a node's label corresponds to a ('1') in entry t of the node's history, and a triple (a, b, * ) contained in a node's label corresponds to a ( * ) in entry t of the node's history. Thus, v LBL,j+1 = w LBL,j+1 if and only if
Thus, we have shown that
Finally, we give a bound on the time complexity of the canonical DRIP.
Lemma 3. 10 . In the execution of the canonical DRIP D G , each node terminates within O(n 2 σ) rounds.
Proof. By Lemma 3.4 and the definition of D G , the number of phases will be at most ⌈n/2⌉. Each phase consists of at most n transmission blocks (one per equivalence class) and exactly σ additional rounds. Each block consists of 2σ + 1 rounds.
Correctness of Classifier: "Yes" Instances
In this section, we prove the correctness of Classifier in cases where it outputs "Yes" for input configuration G. To do so, we construct a dedicated leader election algorithm for configuration G using the canonical DRIP along with an appropriate decision function. 
Correctness of Classifier: "No" Instances
In this section, we prove the correctness of Classifier in cases where it outputs "No" for input configuration G. It is sufficient to show that, if G is feasible, then Classifier outputs "Yes" on configuration G. At a high level, we prove that if a configuration G is feasible, then at the start of some phase in the execution of the canonical DRIP by the nodes of G, there is a node with a unique history (which is sufficient to solve leader election). This fact is not immediately obvious: the fact that G is feasible means that there is some dedicated leader election algorithm A for G, and the DRIP used in algorithm A might behave very differently than the canonical DRIP. Our proof has two main steps. First, we prove that if a configuration G is feasible, then there exists a dedicated leader election algorithm for configuration G whose DRIP is patient. This will allow us to restrict attention to patient DRIPs, which are much easier to reason about. Then, we prove that if there exists a dedicated leader election algorithm for configuration G whose DRIP is patient, then there exists a dedicated leader election algorithm for configuration G whose DRIP is the canonical DRIP.
We proceed by considering an arbitrary leader election algorithm for configuration G, and constructing a patient DRIP that can be used to solve leader election in configuration G. The idea is to construct a DRIP where each node starts its execution with a listening period of length σ (which ensures that all nodes wake up spontaneously) and then have each node simulate the original algorithm. This simulation will begin in local round σ + 1 if the node doesn't receive any messages in rounds 0, . . . , σ, or in an earlier round if it receives a message in one of the rounds 0, . . . , σ (as it must simulate a forced wakeup). Proof. Consider an arbitrary configuration G and suppose that there exists a DRIP D and a decision function f such that (D, f ) is a dedicated leader election algorithm for configuration G. We define a new DRIP D pat executed locally at each node w: listen for each of the first s w = min{σ, rcv w } rounds after wakeup, where rcv w is the first local round in which a message is received, and then execute D starting in round s w + 1. More formally, for each round i > s w , the action performed by w in its local round i is given by
We also define a new decision function f pat that, when given the entire history of a node w in the execution of D pat , evaluates f with the suffix of w's history starting from round s w . Formally,
First, we prove that D pat is a patient DRIP, i.e., that no node transmits in global rounds 0, . . . , σ. To prove the claim, we proceed by induction on the global round number r. In the base case, r = 0, all nodes with wakeup tag greater than 0 are not awake, and those with wakeup tag equal to 0 start executing their local algorithm in global round 1. Thus, no node transmits in global round 0. As induction hypothesis, assume that no node transmits in global rounds 0, . . . , k − 1 for some k ∈ {1, . . . , σ}. We consider the behaviour of an arbitrary node v in global round k. By the induction hypothesis, v does not receive any messages in global rounds 0, . . . , k − 1. We consider two cases:
• if v has wakeup tag less than k, then, from the description of D pat , node v listens in global round k as it has not received a message before global round k and its local clock is less than σ + 1. To justify this last fact, note that a local clock value is always bounded above by the global clock value, which in this case is k ≤ σ.
In all cases, v does not transmit in round k, so it follows that no node transmits in global rounds 0, . . . , k, which completes the inductive step. This completes the proof of Claim 1.
Next, we set out to prove that (D pat , f pat ) solves leader election when executed by configuration G. We first prove a claim that essentially shows that the local experience of each node w is the same when executing D and D pat , as long as we ignore the first s w rounds of w's execution of D pat . In other words, we show that, for each node w, the history of w's execution of D pat starting at local round s w is identical to the history of w's execution of D starting at local round 0. This fact will later be used to show that, at each node, f pat outputs the same value as f , which we assumed evaluates to 1 for exactly one node in G. We proceed by induction on the global round number r. For the base case, consider r = 0.
To prove (1), note that no node transmits in global round 0 of ψ. Further, by Claim 1, no node transmits in global round σ in ψ pat . Therefore, both directions of the biconditional statement are vacuously true.
To prove (2), consider an arbitrary node w in G. First, suppose that w wakes up in round 0 of ψ. It follows that w's wakeup tag t w is 0: node w's wakeup is not forced since no node transmits in global round 0 (as no node wakes up before round 0, and, by the definition of the model, no node transmits in its wakeup round). Since t w is 0, node w wakes up spontaneously in global round 0 of ψ pat as well. By Claim 1, no node transmits in global rounds 0, . . . , σ, so it follows that, in ψ pat , the value of s w is min{σ, rcv w } = σ. Thus, s w = r − t w + σ, as required. Next, for the converse direction, suppose that s w = r − t w + σ in ψ pat . As r = 0 and D pat is a patient DRIP, it follows that the global round corresponding to w's local round s w in ψ pat is s w + t w = σ. By Claim 1, no node transmits in global round σ of ψ pat , which implies that s w = rcv w , i.e., s w = σ. Setting σ = r − t w + σ, it follows that t w = 0, which implies that w wakes up in global round 0 of ψ, as required.
To prove (3), consider an arbitrary node w in G. Suppose that node w is awake in global round 0 of ψ. As no node wakes up before global round 0, it follows that w wakes up in this round. Further, as no node transmits in the round it wakes up, node w does not receive a message in global round 0 (i.e., its local round 0), so it follows that H w,D [0] = ∅ and t w = 0. As t w = 0, node w wakes up spontaneously in global round 0 of ψ pat . By (2), in ψ pat , the value of s w is r − t w + σ = σ. But, as w wakes up in global round 0 in ψ pat , it follows that local round σ at node w is global round σ in ψ pat , and, by Claim 1, no node transmits in global round σ of ψ pat . Therefore, w does not receive a message in local round σ in ψ pat , and it follows that
As induction hypothesis, assume that the three statements of the claim hold for some r ≥ 0. We proceed to prove the induction step for the three statements of the claim.
To prove (1), consider an arbitrary node w in G. We consider two cases:
• Suppose that w does not wake up in any of the global rounds 0, . . . , r of ψ. Note that this means that w does not transmit in global round r + 1 of ψ (as r + 1 is its earliest possible wakeup round and no node transmits in its wakeup round) so one direction of the biconditional statement holds vacuously. For the other direction, note that if w does not wake up in any of the global rounds 0, . . . , r, then by statement (2) In other words, the above equality means that the action performed by w in local round r − t w + σ + 1 in its execution of DRIP D pat is equal to the action performed by w in local round r − r ′ + 1 in its execution of DRIP D. As D pat is a patient DRIP, we know that w wakes up spontaneously, i.e., in global round t w of ψ pat , and, by the definition of r ′ , we know that w wakes up in global round r ′ of ψ. So, translating from local rounds to global rounds, the above statement is equivalent to the following: the action performed by w in global round r + σ + 1 in its execution of DRIP D pat is equal to the action performed by w in global round r + 1 in its execution of DRIP D. This implies the desired result.
As the statement holds in both cases, this concludes the proof of statement (1).
To prove statement (2), consider an arbitrary node w in G. There are several cases to consider:
• Suppose that node w does not wake up in global round r + 1 of ψ. There are two possibilities:
w wakes up in some global round r ′ < r + 1 of ψ. By statement (2) of the induction hypothesis, the value of s w is r ′ − t w + σ, which does not equal (r + 1) − t w + σ, as desired.
w wakes up after global round r + 1 of ψ. It follows that r + 1 < t w and that node w does not receive a message in global round r + 1 of ψ. To obtain a contradiction, assume that s w = (r + 1) − t w + σ in ψ pat . Recall that s w is defined as min{σ, rcv w }, where rcv w is the first round in which w receives a message. The fact that r + 1 < t w rules out the possibility that s w = σ. The remaining possibility is that s w = rcv w , i.e., w receives a message in local round s w = (r + 1) − t w + σ of its execution of D pat . We obtain a contradiction by showing that this implies that w receives a message in global round r + 1 of ψ. Indeed, as D pat is a patient DRIP, w wakes up spontaneously in round t w , so w's local round s w corresponds to global round s w + t w = (r + 1) + σ in ψ pat .
As w receives a message in local round s w , it follows that w listens and has exactly one neighbour in G that transmits in global round (r + 1) + σ of ψ pat . By statement (1) applied to w and all of its neighbours, it follows that node w listens and has exactly one neighbour in G that transmits in global round r + 1 of ψ, so w receives a message in global round r + 1 of ψ. As this contradiction was reached under the assumption that s w = (r + 1) − t w + σ in ψ pat , it follows that s w = (r + 1) − t w + σ, as desired.
• Suppose that node w wakes up in global round r + 1 of ψ. There are two possibilities:
w wakes up spontaneously in global round r + 1 of ψ. Then, by definition, t w = r + 1, and w does not receive a message in any of the global rounds 0, . . . , r + 1 of ψ. By the induction hypothesis and the proof above, statement (1) holds for w and all neighbours of w for each of the global rounds 0, . . . , r + 1 of ψ, so it follows that w does not receive a message in any of the global rounds σ, . . . , r + 1 + σ of ψ pat . By Claim 1, no nodes transmit in global rounds 0, . . . , σ of ψ pat , so, along with the preceding fact, we have that w does not receive a message in any of the global rounds up to and including r + 1 + σ. As D pat is a patient DRIP, w wakes up in global round t w of ψ pat , so global round r + 1 + σ corresponds to w's local round r + 1 + σ − t w = σ. Thus, w does not receive a message in any round up to and including its local round σ, which implies that s w = min{σ, rcv w } = σ = (r + 1) − t w + σ, as desired.
w wakes up due to receiving a message from a neighbour in global round r + 1 of ψ. As w did not spontaneously wake up before round r + 1, it follows that t w ≥ r + 1. Also, as w wakes up in global round r + 1, we know that w does not receive a message in any of the global rounds 0, . . . , r of ψ, and receives a message in global round r + 1 of ψ. By the induction hypothesis and the proof above, statement (1) holds for w and all neighbours of w for each of the global rounds 0, . . . , r + 1 of ψ, so it follows that w does not receive a message in any of the global rounds σ, . . . , r + σ of ψ pat , and receives a message in global round r + 1 + σ of ψ pat . By Claim 1, no nodes transmit in global rounds 0, . . . , σ of ψ pat , so, along with the preceding fact, we have that w does not receive a message in any of the global rounds up to and including r + σ, and receives a message in global round r + 1 + σ of ψ pat . As D pat is a patient DRIP, w wakes up spontaneously in global round t w of ψ pat , so global round r + 1 + σ corresponds to w's local round r +1+σ −t w . In particular, we have shown that w's local round r +1+σ −t w is the first round in which w receives a message in ψ pat , i.e., rcv w = r + 1 + σ − t w . As t w ≥ r + 1, it follows that rcv w = r + 1 + σ − t w ≤ σ, so min{σ, rcv w } = rcv w . Thus, s w = rcv w = (r + 1) − t w + σ, as desired.
This concludes the proof of statement (2). To prove statement (3), consider an arbitrary node w in G. Suppose that w is awake in global round r + 1 of ψ. Let r ′ ≤ r + 1 be the global round in ψ in which w wakes up. It follows that global round r + 1 corresponds to local round r + 1 − r ′ at node w. So, we must prove that
In fact, it suffices to show that H w,Dpat [s w + (r + 1 − r ′ )] = H w,D [r + 1 − r ′ ], as we already know that the remainder of the entries are equal, either due to statement (3) of the induction hypothesis, or in the case that r ′ = r + 1. In other words, we must show that the history of w in its local round r + 1 − r ′ of ψ is the same as the history of w in its local round s w + (r + 1 − r ′ ) of ψ pat . To do so, we first state this equivalently with respect to global rounds. As node w wakes up in round r ′ of ψ, it follows that local round r + 1 − r ′ at node w corresponds to global round r + 1 of ψ. As D pat is a patient DRIP, node w wakes up spontaneously in round t w of ψ pat , so local round s w + (r + 1 − r ′ ) at node w corresponds to global round s w + (r + 1 − r ′ ) + t w of ψ pat . However, by statement (2), the value of s w is r ′ − t w + σ, so s w + (r + 1 − r ′ ) + t w = r + 1 + σ. So, equivalently, we must prove that the history of w in global round r + 1 of ψ is the same as the history of w in global round r + 1 + σ of ψ pat . However, this statement is seen to be true by applying statement (1) to w and all of w's neighbours. This concludes the proof of statement (3).
As the three statements of the Claim have been proven, the induction step is complete, which concludes the proof of Claim 2.
Next, from statement (3) of Claim 2 with x = w and r (w) = done w,D , we get that
for any node w in G. Note that s w + done w,D = done w,Dpat : in the execution of D by all nodes, done w,D is the first round in which the DRIP D outputs terminate, and since D pat is executing D starting in round s w and the history is the same up to round s w + done w,D , the DRIP D pat will first output terminate in round s w + done w,D . Therefore, it follows from equation (1) that
for any node w in G.
Using equation (2) along with the definition of f pat , it follows that
for an arbitrary node w. As f (H w,D [0 . . . done w,D ]) = 1 for exactly one node w in G, it follows that f pat (H w,Dpat [0 . . . done w,Dpat ]) = 1 for exactly one node w in G, which completes the proof that (D pat , f pat ) is a leader election algorithm for configuration G.
Lemma 3.12 shows that if a configuration G is feasible, then there exists a patient DRIP that can be used to solve leader election in G. The main goal of the remainder of the proof is to consider any patient DRIP used in a leader election algorithm for a configuration G, and show that the canonical DRIP can do no worse at breaking symmetry between nodes in G. In particular, if two nodes have different histories at some time during the execution of an arbitrary patient DRIP, then they will have different histories at the start of some phase during the execution of the canonical DRIP.
The following result will be helpful in proving that two nodes v and w have different histories in the execution of the canonical DRIP. In particular, if a neighbourv of v transmits in v's local round r and a neighbourŵ of w transmits in w's local round r ′ = r, then this will continue to happen in all future phases. Essentially, once a neighbour of v and a neighbour of w have been "separated" with respect to when they transmit, then they "stay separated". Lemma 3. 13 . Consider any nodes v, w in G, letv be any neighbour of v, and letŵ be any neighbour of w. Suppose that there exists a j ′ ≥ 1 such that, in the execution of the canonical DRIP, the local round in phase P j ′ at node w in whichŵ transmits is different than the local round in phase P j ′ at node v in whichv transmits. Then, for all j ≥ j ′ , in the execution of the canonical DRIP, the local round in phase P j at node w in whichŵ transmits is different than the local round in phase P j at node v in whichv transmits.
Proof. Consider any j ′ ≥ 1 such that, in the execution of D G , the local round in phase P j ′ at node w in whichŵ transmits is different than the local round in phase P j ′ at node v in whichv transmits. Define h v , k v such thatv transmits in the h v 'th round of the k v 'th transmission block in phase P j ′ of node v's execution of the canonical DRIP, and define h w , k w such thatŵ transmits in the h w 'th round of the k w 'th transmission block in phase P j ′ of node w's execution of the canonical DRIP. By the choice of j ′ , it must be the case that
First, suppose that k v = k w . Therefore, there are two different equivalence classes k v , k w with representatives reps j ′ [k v ] and reps j ′ [k w ], respectively. By Lemma 3.9, it follows that , which means thatv andŵ transmit in different transmission blocks of phase P j of the executions of nodes v and w, respectively, and thus their transmissions cannot occur in the same local rounds at v and w, respectively.
Next, suppose that h v = h w . By Lemma 3.7, h v = tv − t v + σ + 1 and h w = tŵ − t w + σ + 1. In particular, note that the values of h v and h w depend only on the relative wakeup times of v,v and w,ŵ. In other words, every timev transmits, it will happen in local round h v at v within some transmission block of some phase, and every timeŵ transmits, it will happen in local round h w at w within some transmission block of some phase. So, even if the transmissions byv andŵ in phase P j occur in the same transmission block locally at nodes v and w, respectively, the fact that h v = h w means that they do not have the same offset from the start of the transmission block, so they do not occur in the same local rounds at v and w, respectively.
We are now ready to prove the central fact that will be used to show that the canonical DRIP for a feasible configuration G can be used to solve leader election in G: if two nodes v and w have different histories up to some round in the execution of some patient DRIP, then v and w will have different histories at the start of some phase P j during the execution of the canonical DRIP. 
Proof.
Consider an arbitrary configuration G and any patient DRIP D. The proof is by induction on the global round number r. In particular, for each value r ≥ 0, we prove that for any two nodes v, w in G that are both awake in global round r,
in the execution of the canonical DRIP D G . Doing so is sufficient to prove the result since for an arbitrary pair of nodes v, w in G and any i ≥ 0, there exists a value for r such that v and w are both awake in global round r and such that i = r − max{t v , t w }.
For the base case of the induction argument, consider r = 0 and any v, w in G that are both awake in global round r. Since no node wakes up before global round 0, it follows that both v and w wake up in global round r, so i = r − max{t v , t w } = 0. Since D is a patient DRIP, both v and w wake up spontaneously, so H v,D [0] = (∅) = H w,D [0], and the desired statement is vacuously true.
As induction hypothesis, assume that for all k ∈ {0, . . . , r}, for any v, w in G that are both awake in global round k,
For the induction step, consider any v, w in G that are both awake in global round r + 1.
First, consider the case where the histories of v and w differ before round i in the execution of D, i.e., assume there exists Next, we prove a useful claim that, at a high level, shows that if a neighbourŵ of w behaves differently than a neighbourv of v in the same local round i in the execution of D, then there is a phase in the canonical DRIP whereŵ transmits in a different local round thanv does. This will help us conclude that if v and w have different histories in local round i of D, then this difference will be noticed in some phase of the canonical DRIP as well. Then there exists a j ′ ≥ 1 such that, in the execution of D G , the local round in phase P j ′ at node w in whichŵ transmits is different than the local round in phase P j ′ at node v in whichv transmits.
Proof of the Claim: We proceed in cases depending on the relationship between tv − t v and tŵ − t w .
• Suppose that tv − t v = tŵ − t w . Consider phase P 1 . By Lemma 3.7, nodev's transmission occurs in v's local round r 0 + (k − 1)(2σ + 1) + h = r 0 + (k − 1)(2σ + 1) + (tv − t v + σ + 1). To obtain a contradiction, assume thatŵ transmits in a round corresponding to the same local round at w, i.e., the h'th round of the k'th transmission block of phase P 0 in w's execution of the canonical DRIP. By Lemma 3.7, the transmission byŵ occurs in w's local round r 0 + (k − 1)(2σ + 1) + (tŵ − t w + σ + 1). But if the local round at v and the local round at w are equal, then r 0 + (k − 1)(2σ + 1) + (tv − t v + σ + 1) = r 0 + (k − 1)(2σ + 1) + (tŵ − t w + σ + 1), which would imply that tv − t v = tŵ − t w , a contradiction. So our assumption was incorrect, i.e., for j ′ = 1, it must be the case that w's local round in phase P j ′ in whichŵ transmits is different than v's local round in phase P j ′ in whichv transmits.
• Suppose that tv − t v = tŵ − t w . At a high level, we proceed by applying the induction hypothesis to the transmissions byv andŵ, which will imply that they are placed in different equivalence classes in some phase of the canonical DRIP, and thus transmit during different transmission blocks, which will correspond to different local rounds at v and w.
We show that the conditions of the induction hypothesis hold for nodesv andŵ in their local rounds i − (tv − t v ) − 1 in the execution of D.
First, we show that bothv andŵ are awake in global round r in the execution of D. First,
we know that v's local round i corresponds to global round r + 1. In particular, this means thatv is awake and transmits in global round r + 1 in the execution of D, and thus is awake in round r (since, in our model, no node transmits in the same round as it wakes up). Since tv ≥ tŵ, it follows thatŵ is also awake in global round r in the execution of D. Next, suppose that t w > t v . Since tv − t v = tŵ − t w , it follows that tŵ > tv. Since i = r + 1 − max{t v , t w } = r + 1 − t w , we know that w's local round i corresponds to global round r + 1. As node v spontaneously wakes up in global round t v , it follows that v's local round i occurs in global round t v + i = t v + (r + 1 − t w ) < r + 1, where the last inequality is due to the fact that t w > t v . In particular, asv transmits during v's local round i, this means that nodev transmits in or before global round r in the execution of D. As D is a patient DRIP, no node transmits in global rounds 0, . . . , σ, which implies that r > σ. Moreover, every node wakes up spontaneously in the round equal to their wakeup tag, so tŵ ≤ σ < r, which implies thatŵ is awake in global round r. Since tŵ > tv, it follows thatv is also awake in global round r. This concludes the proof that bothv andŵ are awake in global round r in the execution of D.
Since tv − t v = tŵ − t w , it follows that tŵ ≥ tv, so r − tŵ is equal to r − max{tv, tŵ}. This concludes the proof that i − (t v − tv) − 1 = r − max{tv, tŵ}.
Finally, we prove that Hv ,
To obtain a contradiction, assume otherwise. Then nodesv andŵ would perform the same action in their local rounds i − (tv − t v ) and i − (tŵ − t w ), respectively, in their execution of D. By Proposition 2.1, these rounds correspond to local round i at v and local round i at w, respectively, in their execution of D. By assumption,v sends message M in local round i at v, soŵ would also send message M in local round i at w. This contradicts the assumption that eitherŵ does not transmit, or transmits a message M ′ = M . This concludes the proof that Hv ,
Altogether, we have shown thatv andŵ are awake in global round k = r, and for i −
. So, by the induction hypothesis, there exists j ′ ≥ 1 such that
in the execution of the canonical DRIP D G . So, by Lemma 3.9, it follows thatv CLASS,j ′ =ŵ CLASS,j ′ . Then, by statement (2) of Lemma 3.8, nodesv andŵ transmit in different transmission blocks of phase P j ′ , and it follows that the local round at v in which nodev transmits is different than the local round at w in whichŵ transmits.
In both cases above, we proved that w's local round in phase P j ′ in whichŵ transmits is different than v's local round in phase P j ′ in whichv transmits. This concludes the proof of Claim 3.
Finally, to complete the induction step, we consider two cases that cover all possible scenarios
• Suppose that, for some z ≥ 1, node v has neighbours v 1 Letv be a neighbour of v that transmits a message during v's local round i in the execution of D such that the transmitted message M is not equal to a message transmitted by any neighbour of w. Notice that Claim 3 applies to each neighbourŵ of w in G. In particular, this means that, for each neighbourŵ of w, there exists a j ′ ≥ 1 such that, in the execution of D G , the local round in phase P j ′ at node w in whichŵ transmits is different than the local round in phase P j ′ at node v in whichv transmits. We denote by j max the maximum such j ′ taken over all neighboursŵ of w. Consider neighbours v 1 and v 2 of v that transmit the message M during v's local round i in the execution of D.
First, for each of v 1 and v 2 , notice that Claim 3 applies to each neighbourŵ of w that does not transmit during w's local round i. In particular, for each α ∈ {1, 2}, for each neighbour w of w that does not transmit during w's local round i, there exists a j ′ α ≥ 1 such that, in the execution of D G , the local round in phase P j ′ α at node w in whichŵ transmits is different than the local round in phase P j ′ α at node v in which v α transmits. For each neighbourŵ of w that does not transmit during w's local round i, we take the maximum of j ′ 1 and j ′ 2 , and then denote by j max the maximum taken over all suchŵ. By Lemma 3.13, we have shown that, for each neighbourŵ of w that does not transmit during w's local round i in the execution of D, the local round in phase P jmax at node w in whichŵ transmits is different than the local round in phase P jmax at node v in which v 1 or v 2 transmit.
Next, letw be the neighbour of w that transmits during w's local round i in the execution of D. Observe that, since we assume that v 1 , v 2 , andw transmit M during this round, we cannot apply Claim 3. Instead, we consider the possible cases for when v 1 , v 2 , andw transmit during phase P jmax in the execution of the canonical DRIP. Define the following:
-Let h 1 ∈ {1, . . . , 2σ + 1} and k 1 ∈ {1, . . . , numClasses G,jmax } such that v 1 transmits in a round corresponding to the h 1 'th round of the k 1 'th transmission block of phase P jmax in v's execution of the canonical DRIP.
-Let h 2 ∈ {1, . . . , 2σ + 1} and k 2 ∈ {1, . . . , numClasses G,jmax } such that v 2 transmits in a round corresponding to the h 2 'th round of the k 2 'th transmission block of phase P jmax in v's execution of the canonical DRIP.
-Let hw ∈ {1, . . . , 2σ + 1} and kw ∈ {1, . . . , numClasses G,jmax } such thatw transmits in a round corresponding to the hw'th round of the kw'th transmission block of phase P jmax in w's execution of the canonical DRIP.
We consider two cases:
h 1 = h 2 and k 1 = k 2 It follows that a collision occurs in the h 1 'th round of the k 1 'th transmission block of phase P jmax in v's execution of the canonical DRIP. But we already showed that, for all neighboursŵ =w of w, the local round in phase P jmax at node w in whichŵ transmits is different than the local round in phase P jmax at node v in which v 1 transmits. In particular, the nodew is the only possible neighbour of w that might transmit in the h 1 'th round of the k 1 'th transmission block of phase P jmax in w's execution of the canonical DRIP. This means that a collision will not happen in this round of w's execution of the canonical DRIP, so H v,D G [r jmax−1 +(k 1 −1)(2σ+1)+h 1 ] = H w,D G [r jmax−1 +(k 1 −1)(2σ+ 1) + h 1 ], which implies that H v,D G [0 . . . r jmax ] = H w,D G [0 . . . r jmax ]. Setting j = j max + 1 gives the desired result.
h 1 = h 2 or k 1 = k 2 In this case, we cannot have hw = h 1 = h 2 and kw = k 1 = k 2 . Without loss of generality, assume that hw = h 1 or kw = k 1 . In particular, this means that the nodew does not transmit in the h 1 'th round of the k 1 'th transmission block of phase P jmax in w's execution of the canonical DRIP. Moreover, we already showed that, for all other neighboursŵ =w of w, the local round in phase P jmax at node w in whichŵ transmits is different than the local round in phase P jmax at node v in which v 1 transmits. This means that H w,D G [r jmax−1 + (k 1 − 1)(2σ + 1) + h 1 ] = (∅), and we know that Proof. Suppose that such a universal algorithm U exists. If no node ever sends a message then leader election is impossible. Consider the configurations H m with m ≥ 1. By Lemma 4.2, they are all feasible. Suppose that t is the first global round when nodes with tag 0 send a message. Both nodes with tag 0 will send the same first message, as they both have the same history up to round t (every entry equal to (∅)). Consider configuration H t+1 . Nodes a and d are woken up by the first message of nodes b and c respectively, and, for all rounds after wakeup, the histories of nodes a and d are the same. The histories of nodes b and c were the same up to round t − 1 and will also be the same from round t onward, due to symmetry. Hence U does not correctly elect a leader on configuration H t+1 , which is a contradiction.
Finally, we consider the question whether feasibility of a configuration can be decided in a distributed way. Algorithm Classifier is a decision algorithm for the property of feasibility, but it is centralized: the configuration is given to it as input and the algorithm correctly outputs the decision. (Of course, such a centralized algorithm can be simulated in a distributed way if nodes get the configuration as input). A hypothetical distributed decision algorithm would work as follows, for all configurations: all nodes of a configuration output "yes" if the configuration is feasible, and at least one node outputs "no" if the configuration is not feasible. Our next result shows that such a distributed counterpart of Algorithm Classifier cannot exist.
Proposition 4.5. If nodes have no a priori knowledge, there is no distributed algorithm that decides if a configuration is feasible. Proof . Suppose that such a distributed decision algorithm D exists. We define a sequence of linear configurations S m , for m ≥ 1, as follows. The nodes of S m are a, b, c, d, listed from left to right, with the following wakeup tags: nodes b and c have tag 0, and nodes a and d have tag m. By Lemma 3.16, the configurations S m are not feasible: indeed, when Classifier is executed on S m for any m ≥ 1, the partition of nodes into equivalence classes after iteration 2 will be the same as after iteration 1, and will consists of two classes with two elements each, so Classifier will output "No". However, recall from Lemma 4.2 that the configurations H m are feasible for all m ≥ 1.
Algorithm D must instruct the nodes to send some message, otherwise no correct decision can be made. Suppose that t is the first round when nodes with tag 0 send a message. Consider configurations H t+1 and S t+1 . The history of each of the nodes a, b, c, d is the same in both these configurations, for all rounds. Hence, each of the nodes executing algorithm D must make the same decision when D terminates in configurations H t+1 and S t+1 . This is a contradiction, as one of these configurations is feasible and the other one is not.
Conclusion
We characterized the configurations for which leader election is possible for anonymous radio networks, which is a particularly difficult scenario for this task. The characterization is done by a centralized decision algorithm accompanied by a dedicated distributed leader election algorithm for each feasible configuration. We proved the nonexistence of a distributed algorithm deciding whether a configuration is feasible, and the nonexistence of a universal distributed leader election algorithm working for all feasible configurations. Thus, in terms of feasibility, the problem of leader election in anonymous radio networks is completely solved.
As far as time complexity is concerned, two problems remain open in the context of this work. The first is the complexity of the centralized decision algorithm. Can the complexity O(n 3 ∆) of Algorithm Classifier be improved? What is the optimal time complexity of a centralized decision algorithm for this task? As for distributed dedicated leader election algorithms, our algorithm using the canonical DRIP for feasible configurations works in time O(n 2 σ) and we proved the lower bound Ω(n + σ) on the complexity of dedicated leader election for some classes of feasible configurations.
Hence a natural open problem is whether there exists a O(n+σ) dedicated leader election algorithm for each feasible configuration.
